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in his celebrated masterpiece symposium plato imagines a high society dinner party in athens in 416 bc at which the guests including the
comic poet aristophanes and of course plato s mentor socrates each deliver a short speech in praise of love the sequence of dazzling
speeches culminates in socrates famous account of the views of diotima a prophetess who taught him that love is our means of trying
to attain goodness and then into the party bursts the drunken alcibiades the most popular and notorious athenian of the time who
insists on praising socrates himself rather than love and gives us a brilliant sketch of this enigmatic character the power humour and
pathos of plato s creation engages the reader on every page this new translation is complemented by full explanatory notes and an
illuminating introduction about the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available the widest range of
literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate
text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text
up to date bibliographies for further study and much more throughout history some books have changed the world they have
transformed the way we see ourselves and each other they have inspired debate dissent war and revolution they have enlightened
outraged provoked and comforted they have enriched lives and destroyed them now penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers
pioneers radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we are plato s retelling of the discourses
between socrates and his friends on such subjects as love and desire truth and illusion spiritual transcendence and the qualities of a
good ruler profoundly affected the ways in which we view human relationships society and leadership and shaped the whole tradition of
western philosophy oxford approaches to classical literature series editors kathleen coleman and richard rutherford introduces
individual works of greek and latin literature to readers who are approaching them for the first time each volume sets the work in its
literary and historical context and aims to offer a balanced and engaging assessment of its content artistry and purpose a brief survey
of the influence of the work upon subsequent generations is included to demonstrate its enduring relevance and power all quotations
from the original are translated into english plato s symposium tells of a dinner party at a crucial point in athenian history at which
the guests decide that they will each in turn deliver a speech in praise of love the humorous and brilliant work that follows points the
way towards all western thinking about love the symposium is also one of plato s most sophisticated meditations on the practice of
philosophy this book introduces the literary and historical context of plato s work surveys and explains the arguments and considers
why plato has cast this work in a highly unusual narrative form a final chapter traces the influence of the symposium from antiquity
to the modern day the first major piece of unpublished work by leo strauss to appear in more than thirty years leo strauss on plato s
symposium offers the public the unprecedented experience of encountering this renowned scholar as his students did given as a course in
autumn 1959 under the title plato s political philosophy at the university of chicago these transcripts previously had circulated in
samizdat fashion passed down from one generation of students to the next they show strauss at his best in his subtle and sometimes
indirect style of analysis which has attracted almost as much commentary as has the content of his thought strauss presents a
coherent and complete interpretation of the symposium proceeding by a meticulous reading from beginning to end operating on the once
common hypothesis that commentary is an excellent method of expounding the truth strauss sheds light not only on the meaning of the
dialogue and its place in the platonic corpus but also on a host of important topics including the nature of eros and its place in the
overall economy of human life the perennial quarrel between poetry and philosophy and the relation of both to piety politics and
morality the character of socrates and the questions of his trial and many other matters as provocative as they were a half century
ago these important lectures will be welcomed by students of classics philosophy politics psychology and political philosophy in many
regards the dialectical counterpart of the republic the symposium is one of the richest and most influential of the platonic dialogues
resonating not only with western philosophy but also with literature art and theology while plato ostensibly dramatizes a humorous
account of a drinking party he presents a profoundly serious explication of eros that challenges the limits of reason the nature of
gender identity and narrative form plato s symposium a reader s guide presents a concise and accessible introduction to the text offering
invaluable guidance on historical literary and philosophical context key themes reading the text reception and influence further reading
frisbee sheffield argues that the symposium has been unduly marginalized by philosophers although the topic eros and the setting at a
symposium have seemed anomalous she demonstrates that both are intimately related to plato s preoccupation with the nature of the
good life with virtue and how it is acquired and transmitted for plato analysing our desires is a way of reflecting on the kind of people
we will turn out to be and on our chances of leading a worthwhile and happy life in its focus on the question why he considered desires
to be amenable to this type of reflection this book explores plato s ethics of desire the dramatic nature of plato s dialogues is
delightfully evident in the symposium the marriage between character and thought bursts forth as the guests gather at agathon s
house to celebrate the success of his first tragedy with wit and insight they each present their ideas about love from erixymachus s
scientific naturalism to aristophanes comic fantasy the unexpected arrival of alcibiades breaks the spell cast by diotima s ethereal
climb up the staircase of love to beauty itself ecstasy and intoxication clash as plato concludes with one of his most skillful
displays of dialectic plato allan bloom wrote is the most erotic of philosophers and his symposium is one of the greatest works on the
nature of love ever written this new edition brings together the english translation of the renowned plato scholar and translator seth
benardete with two illuminating commentaries on it benardete s on plato s symposium and allan bloom s provocative essay the ladder of
love in the symposium plato recounts a drinking party following an evening meal where the guests include the poet aristophanes the
drunken alcibiades and of course the wise socrates the revelers give their views on the timeless topics of love and desire all the while
addressing many of the major themes of platonic philosophy the relationship of philosophy and poetry the good and the beautiful the
symposium is a philosophical text by plato dated c 385 380 bc it concerns itself at one level with the genesis purpose and nature of
love and in latter day interpretations is the origin of the concept of platonic love frisbee sheffield argues that the symposium has been
unduly marginalized by philosophers although the topic eros and the setting at a symposium have seemed anomalous she demonstrates
that both are intimately related to plato s preoccupation with the nature of the good life with virtue and how it is acquired and
transmitted for plato analysing our desires is a way of reflecting on the kind of people we will turn out to be and on our chances of
leading a worthwhile and happy life in its focus on the question why he considered desires to be amenable to this type of reflection this
book explores plato s ethics of desire the symposium ancient greek Συμπόσιον is a philosophical dialogue written by plato sometime after
385 bc it is a discussion on the nature of love taking the form of a group of speeches both satirical and serious given by a group of men
at a symposium or a wine drinking gathering at the house of the tragedian agathon at athens plato s symposium composed in the early
fourth century bc demonstrates how powerful the skills of reasoning and evaluation can be known to philosophers for its seminal
discussion of the relationship of love to knowledge it is also a classic text for demonstrating the two critical thinking skills that
define plato s whole body of work plato s philosophical technique of dialogue is the perfect frame for producing arguments and
presenting a persuasive case for a given point of view and at the same time judging the strength of arguments their relevance and their
acceptability staging a fictional debate between characters wealthy athenians at a dinner party who must respond in turn to each
others arguments and points of view means that at every stage plato evaluates the previous argument assesses its strength and
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relevance and then proceeds through the next character to reason out a new argument in response exerting unparalleled influence on the
techniques of philosophical thought plato s use of dialogue is a supreme example of these two crucial critical thinking skills an
accessible introduction to some of the most important ideas developed in platos symposium the dramatic nature of plato s dialogues is
delightfully evident in the symposium the marriage between character and thought bursts forth as the guests gather at agathon s
house to celebrate the success of his first tragedy with wit and insight they each present their ideas about love from erixymachus s
scientific naturalism to aristophanes comic fantasy the unexpected arrival of alcibiades breaks the spell cast by diotima s ethereal
climb up the staircase of love to beauty itself ecstasy and intoxication clash as plato concludes with one of his most skillful
displays of dialectic plato lived in athens greece he wrote approximately two dozen dialogues that explore core topics that are
essential to all human beings although the historical socrates was a strong influence on plato the character by that name that
appears in many of his dialogues is a product of plato s fertile imagination all of plato s dialogues are written in a poetic form that his
student aristotle called socratic dialogue in the twentieth century the british philosopher and logician alfred north whitehead
characterized the entire european philosophical tradition as a series of footnotes to plato philosophy for plato was not a set of
doctrines but a goal not the possession of wisdom but the love of wisdom agora publications offers these performances based on the
assumption that plato wrote these works to be performed by actors in order to stimulate additional dialogue among those who listen
to them plato s symposium written in the early part of the 4th century bc is set at a drinking party symposium attended by some of the
leading intellectuals of the day including aristophanes the comic dramatist socrates plato s mentor and alcibiades the brilliant but
eventually treacherous politician each guest gives a speech in praise of the benefits of desire and its role in the good and happy human life
at the core of the work stands socrates praise of philosophical desire and an argument for the superiority of the philosophical life as
the best route to happiness this edition provides an accessible and engaging new translation by m c howatson and a substantial
introduction by frisbee c c sheffield which guides the reader through the various parts of the dialogue and reflects on its central
arguments a chronology and detailed notes on the participants help to set this enduring work in context joe sachs is a national
treasure his brilliant translations from the greek spanning works from homer to aristotle have long enriched scholars and students
alike he crowns those achievements with this exquisite rendering of two of plato s most beautiful dialogues with an introduction that
evidences his deft ability to drill down to the thing itself thomas sheehan professor emeritus of religious studies stanford university the
phaedrus and symposium are plato s two dialogues about eros that is desirous longing in these new translations by former st john s
college tutor joe sachs the reader imaginatively becomes a member if a silent one of the conversations socrates has with his companions
while both dialogues are about love they differ in intriguing and important ways the conversation of the phaedrus takes place in the
countryside and that of the symposium in athens in the phaedrus only socrates and phaedrus are present in the symposium many
participate in the drinking party but in both socrates presents singularly abiding images the winged horses and chariot in the phaedrus the
ladder of love in the symposium these compelling images attract and move the reader to ask questions of the dialogues which in their
unique ways seem to reply the interplay of the two texts may spark an unfolding in the reader s thinking about love the context for our
thinking includes in one case the subject of tragedy and comedy in the other the nature of rhetoric and writing but it is philosophy and
not poetry or politics that persistently claims the center of attention the dialogues themselves seem as different as night from day as
urbane wit from rustic charm but do they point to opposing or converging attitudes toward erotic love plato s symposium is an
exceptionally multi layered dialogue at once a historical document a philosophical drama that enacts abstract ideas in an often light
hearted way and a literary masterpiece it has exerted an influence that goes well beyond the confines of philosophy the essays in this
volume by leading scholars offer detailed analyses of all parts of the work focusing on the central and much debated theme of er�s or
human desire which can refer both to physical desire or desire for happiness they reveal thematic continuities between the prologue and
the various speeches as well as between the speeches themselves and present a rich collection of contrasting yet complementary
readings of diotima s speech the volume will be invaluable for classicists and philosophers alike and for all who are interested in one of
plato s most fascinating and challenging dialogues this new edition of plato s symposium provides beginning readers and scholars alike
with a solid reliable translation that is both faithful to the original text and accessible to contemporary readers in addition the
volume offers a number of aids to help the reader make his or her way through this remarkable work a concise introduction sets the scene
conveys the tenor of the dialogue and introduces the reader to the main characters with a gloss on their backgrounds and a comment on
their roles in the dialogue it also provides a list of basic points for readers to keep in mind as they read the work a thought provoking
interpretive essay offers reflections on the themes of the dialogue focusing especially on the dialogue as drama a select bibliography
points to works both classic and contemporary that are especially relevant to readers of the symposium two appendices consist of a
line drawing that depicts the spacial layout and positioning of characters in the symposium and a chart that shows the relation of the
first six speeches to number age parentage and the function of eros if you have read one paragraph of any james hillman book you know
marsilio ficino is the godfather of archetypal psychology this man turned western europe on its psychological ear ficino�s occult
vision of eros and beauty influenced not only botticelli and michelangelo but everyone else ever since who cares about love and soul a
must for your archetypal library excerpt sort is there any disgrace in being deceived but in every other case there is equal disgrace in
being or not being deceived for he who is gracious to his lover under the impression that he is rich and is disappointed of his gains because
he turns out to be poor is disgraced all the same for he has done his best to show that he would give himself up to any one s uses base
for the sake of money but this is not honourable and on the same principle he who gives himself to a lover because he is a good man and in
the hope that he will be improved by his company shows himself to be virtuous even though the object of his affection turn out to be a
villain and to have no virtue and if he is deceived he has committed a noble error for he has proved that for his part he will do anything
for anybody with a view to virtue and improvement than which there can be nothing nobler thus noble in every case is the acceptance of
another for the sake of virtue this is that love which is the love of the heavenly godess and is heavenly and of great price to
individuals and cities making the lover and the beloved alike eager in the work of their own improvement but all other loves are the
offspring of the other who is the common goddess to you phaedrus i offer this my contribution in praise of love which is as good as i
could make extempore pausanias came to a pause plato s dialogue the symposium with introduction and commentary plato s account of
an important dialogue on the nature of love between phaedrus pausanias eryximachus aristophanes agathon socrates and alcibiades
english translation with notes and introduction a lively and highly readable commentary on one of plato s most beloved dialogues
translated by jordan stump introduction by caleb carr and original illustrations by jules ferat plato s the symposium is the origin of
the concept of platonic love and it deals with the genesis purpose and nature of love plato was a philosopher in classical greece and
the founder of the academy in athens the first institution of higher learning in the western world he is widely considered the most pivotal
figure in the development of philosophy especially the western tradition unlike nearly all of plato s philosophical contemporaries plato
s entire body of work is believed to have survived intact for over 2 400 years the works which are most often assigned to plato s
early years are all considered to be socratic dialogues written from 399 to 387 plato s middle dialogues were writtten from 387 to
361 and plato s latter dialogues were written in the period between 361 and his death in 347 plato s works is often textbook required
reading for courses in politics social sciences philosophy humanities and greek roman studies the symposium is one of plato s most
popular and studied works by far the liveliest most readable translation ever published of the symposium perhaps the liveliest most
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readable translation of a platonic dialogue ever printed john patrick lynch much the best translation of the symposium that i have ever
read in his ambition to avoid translator s english griffith has been completely successful nor has he sacrificed accuracy even where he
sacrifices literalness g r f ferrari the poverty of eros in plato s symposium offers an innovative new approach towards eros and the
concept of eros in the symposium lorelle d lamascus argues that plato s depiction of eros as the child of poverty penia and resource
poros is central to understanding the nature of love eros is traditionally seen as self interested or acquisitive but this book argues
instead that eros and reason are properly in accord with one another the moral life and the philosophical life alike depend upon properly
trained and directed eros lamascus demonstrates that the presentation of the nature of poverty is essential to the nature of eros in
the symposium doing this through in depth discussion of the major twentieth century interpretations of platonic eros the book shows
that poverty provides an appropriate directing of eros towards eternal and unchanging goods and away from an age geared towards
material items and wealth and thus that plato s mythical treatment of eros in the symposium lays the groundwork for understanding
the soul s embrace of poverty as a way of living loving and knowing plato s symposium is a series of philosophical speeches on love
given at a party in ancient greece dated c 385 370 bc they deal with questions of what love is interpersonal relationships through
love what types of love are worthy of praise the purpose of love and others it depicts a friendly contest of extemporaneous speeches
given by a group of notable men attending a banquet the men include the philosopher socrates the general and political figure alcibiades
and the comic playwright aristophanes the speeches are to be given in praise of eros the god of love and desire it is the first major
philosophical text on love in western literature it can be classified as a tragicomedy using elements of both genres this version of the
book contains a biographical account of the author bryn mawr commentaries provide clear concise accurate and consistent support
for students making the transition from introductory and intermediate texts to the direct experience of ancient greek and latin
literature they assume that the student will know the basics of grammar and vocabulary and then provide the specific grammatical and
lexical notes that a student requires to begin the task of interpretation plato s symposium composed in the early fourth century bc
demonstrates how powerful the skills of reasoning and evaluation can be known to philosophers for its seminal discussion of the
relationship of love to knowledge it is also a classic text for demonstrating the two critical thinking skills that define plato s whole
body of work plato s philosophical technique of dialogue is the perfect frame for producing arguments and presenting a persuasive case
for a given point of view and at the same time judging the strength of arguments their relevance and their acceptability staging a
fictional debate between characters wealthy athenians at a dinner party who must respond in turn to each others arguments and points
of view means that at every stage plato evaluates the previous argument assesses its strength and relevance and then proceeds
through the next character to reason out a new argument in response exerting unparalleled influence on the techniques of philosophical
thought plato s use of dialogue is a supreme example of these two crucial critical thinking skills in socrates on friendship and
community mary p nichols addresses kierkegaard s and nietzsche s criticism of socrates and recovers the place of friendship and community
in socratic philosophizing this approach stands in contrast to the modern philosophical tradition in which plato s socrates has been
viewed as an alienating influence on western thought and life nichols rich analysis of both dramatic details and philosophic themes in
plato s symposium phaedras and lysis shows how love finds its fulfilment in the reciprocal relation of friends nichols also shows how
friends experience another as their own and themselves as belonging to another their experience she argues both sheds light on the nature
of philosophy and serves as a standard for a political life that does justice to human freedom and community in his symposium plato
crafted speeches in praise of love that has influenced writers and artists from antiquity to the present but questions remain concerning
the meaning of specific features the significance of the dialogue as a whole and the character of its influence here an international team
of scholars addresses such questions the metaphysical center of plato s work has traditionally been taken to be his doctrine of forms
the epistemological center the doctrine of recollection the symposium has been viewed as one of the clearest explanations of the first
and meno as one of the clearest explanations of the other the masks of dionysos challenges these traditional interpretations where did
our western ideas of love come from in praise of love is a conversation with platoas dialogue the symposium the most influential
literary and philosophical text on the nature of human love in it plato offers seven different views on the nature of love the
conversation starts from the question why did plato put the speeches on love in the order we find them plato could not have put
something this central to the dialogue in it without good reason most interpreters do not adequately account for the order of the
speeches because they do not explain why it is not socrates the philosopher but alcibiades a power politician who is given the last word
on love the solution makes possible an illuminating and exciting interpretation of this classic work on the nature of human love
philosophical book written by plato sometime after 385 bce on one level the book deals with the genealogy nature and purpose of love
on another level the book deals with the topic of knowledge specifically how does one know what one knows the topic of love is taken
up in the form of a group of speeches given by a group of men at a symposium or a wine drinking party at the house of the tragedian
agathon at athens plato constructed the symposium as a story within a story within a story this architecture creates the space for
plato to build his philosophy of knowledge the symposium is one of plato s most sophisticated meditations on the practice of philosophy
this book introduces the context of plato s work surveys and explains the arguments and considers why plato has cast this work in a
highly unusual narrative form of all the works of plato the symposium is the most perfect in form and may be truly thought to contain
more than any commentator has ever dreamed of or as goethe said of one of his own writings more than the author himself knew for in
philosophy as in prophecy glimpses of the future may often be conveyed in words which could hardly have been understood or interpreted
at the time when they were uttered compare symp which were wiser than the writer of them meant and could not have been expressed by
him if he had been interrogated about them
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Symposium 1998-04-02 in his celebrated masterpiece symposium plato imagines a high society dinner party in athens in 416 bc at which
the guests including the comic poet aristophanes and of course plato s mentor socrates each deliver a short speech in praise of love the
sequence of dazzling speeches culminates in socrates famous account of the views of diotima a prophetess who taught him that love is
our means of trying to attain goodness and then into the party bursts the drunken alcibiades the most popular and notorious athenian
of the time who insists on praising socrates himself rather than love and gives us a brilliant sketch of this enigmatic character the
power humour and pathos of plato s creation engages the reader on every page this new translation is complemented by full
explanatory notes and an illuminating introduction about the series for over 100 years oxford world s classics has made available
the widest range of literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the
most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features including expert introductions by leading authorities helpful notes to
clarify the text up to date bibliographies for further study and much more
The Symposium 2005-08-25 throughout history some books have changed the world they have transformed the way we see ourselves
and each other they have inspired debate dissent war and revolution they have enlightened outraged provoked and comforted they have
enriched lives and destroyed them now penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers pioneers radicals and visionaries whose ideas
shook civilization and helped make us who we are plato s retelling of the discourses between socrates and his friends on such subjects as
love and desire truth and illusion spiritual transcendence and the qualities of a good ruler profoundly affected the ways in which we
view human relationships society and leadership and shaped the whole tradition of western philosophy
Plato's Symposium 2004-07-15 oxford approaches to classical literature series editors kathleen coleman and richard rutherford
introduces individual works of greek and latin literature to readers who are approaching them for the first time each volume sets the
work in its literary and historical context and aims to offer a balanced and engaging assessment of its content artistry and purpose a
brief survey of the influence of the work upon subsequent generations is included to demonstrate its enduring relevance and power all
quotations from the original are translated into english plato s symposium tells of a dinner party at a crucial point in athenian
history at which the guests decide that they will each in turn deliver a speech in praise of love the humorous and brilliant work that
follows points the way towards all western thinking about love the symposium is also one of plato s most sophisticated meditations
on the practice of philosophy this book introduces the literary and historical context of plato s work surveys and explains the
arguments and considers why plato has cast this work in a highly unusual narrative form a final chapter traces the influence of the
symposium from antiquity to the modern day
Leo Strauss On Plato's Symposium 2001-08 the first major piece of unpublished work by leo strauss to appear in more than thirty
years leo strauss on plato s symposium offers the public the unprecedented experience of encountering this renowned scholar as his
students did given as a course in autumn 1959 under the title plato s political philosophy at the university of chicago these
transcripts previously had circulated in samizdat fashion passed down from one generation of students to the next they show strauss
at his best in his subtle and sometimes indirect style of analysis which has attracted almost as much commentary as has the content of
his thought strauss presents a coherent and complete interpretation of the symposium proceeding by a meticulous reading from beginning
to end operating on the once common hypothesis that commentary is an excellent method of expounding the truth strauss sheds light
not only on the meaning of the dialogue and its place in the platonic corpus but also on a host of important topics including the nature
of eros and its place in the overall economy of human life the perennial quarrel between poetry and philosophy and the relation of both
to piety politics and morality the character of socrates and the questions of his trial and many other matters as provocative as they
were a half century ago these important lectures will be welcomed by students of classics philosophy politics psychology and
political philosophy
Plato's 'Symposium' 2010-03-18 in many regards the dialectical counterpart of the republic the symposium is one of the richest and
most influential of the platonic dialogues resonating not only with western philosophy but also with literature art and theology
while plato ostensibly dramatizes a humorous account of a drinking party he presents a profoundly serious explication of eros that
challenges the limits of reason the nature of gender identity and narrative form plato s symposium a reader s guide presents a concise
and accessible introduction to the text offering invaluable guidance on historical literary and philosophical context key themes reading
the text reception and influence further reading
Plato's Symposium 2006 frisbee sheffield argues that the symposium has been unduly marginalized by philosophers although the topic
eros and the setting at a symposium have seemed anomalous she demonstrates that both are intimately related to plato s
preoccupation with the nature of the good life with virtue and how it is acquired and transmitted for plato analysing our desires is a
way of reflecting on the kind of people we will turn out to be and on our chances of leading a worthwhile and happy life in its focus on
the question why he considered desires to be amenable to this type of reflection this book explores plato s ethics of desire
Plato's Symposium 2003 the dramatic nature of plato s dialogues is delightfully evident in the symposium the marriage between
character and thought bursts forth as the guests gather at agathon s house to celebrate the success of his first tragedy with wit
and insight they each present their ideas about love from erixymachus s scientific naturalism to aristophanes comic fantasy the
unexpected arrival of alcibiades breaks the spell cast by diotima s ethereal climb up the staircase of love to beauty itself ecstasy and
intoxication clash as plato concludes with one of his most skillful displays of dialectic
Plato's Symposium 2013-01-07 plato allan bloom wrote is the most erotic of philosophers and his symposium is one of the greatest
works on the nature of love ever written this new edition brings together the english translation of the renowned plato scholar and
translator seth benardete with two illuminating commentaries on it benardete s on plato s symposium and allan bloom s provocative
essay the ladder of love in the symposium plato recounts a drinking party following an evening meal where the guests include the poet
aristophanes the drunken alcibiades and of course the wise socrates the revelers give their views on the timeless topics of love and
desire all the while addressing many of the major themes of platonic philosophy the relationship of philosophy and poetry the good and
the beautiful
Symposium 2014-07-24 the symposium is a philosophical text by plato dated c 385 380 bc it concerns itself at one level with the
genesis purpose and nature of love and in latter day interpretations is the origin of the concept of platonic love
Plato's Symposium 2006-07-20 frisbee sheffield argues that the symposium has been unduly marginalized by philosophers although the
topic eros and the setting at a symposium have seemed anomalous she demonstrates that both are intimately related to plato s
preoccupation with the nature of the good life with virtue and how it is acquired and transmitted for plato analysing our desires is a
way of reflecting on the kind of people we will turn out to be and on our chances of leading a worthwhile and happy life in its focus on
the question why he considered desires to be amenable to this type of reflection this book explores plato s ethics of desire
Symposium (�������) 2011-09-15 the symposium ancient greek Συμπόσιον is a philosophical dialogue written by plato sometime after
385 bc it is a discussion on the nature of love taking the form of a group of speeches both satirical and serious given by a group of men
at a symposium or a wine drinking gathering at the house of the tragedian agathon at athens
Symposium 1953 plato s symposium composed in the early fourth century bc demonstrates how powerful the skills of reasoning and
evaluation can be known to philosophers for its seminal discussion of the relationship of love to knowledge it is also a classic text
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for demonstrating the two critical thinking skills that define plato s whole body of work plato s philosophical technique of dialogue
is the perfect frame for producing arguments and presenting a persuasive case for a given point of view and at the same time judging the
strength of arguments their relevance and their acceptability staging a fictional debate between characters wealthy athenians at a
dinner party who must respond in turn to each others arguments and points of view means that at every stage plato evaluates the
previous argument assesses its strength and relevance and then proceeds through the next character to reason out a new argument in
response exerting unparalleled influence on the techniques of philosophical thought plato s use of dialogue is a supreme example of these
two crucial critical thinking skills
An Analysis of Plato's Symposium 2017-07-05 an accessible introduction to some of the most important ideas developed in platos
symposium
Plato's Symposium 1999 the dramatic nature of plato s dialogues is delightfully evident in the symposium the marriage between
character and thought bursts forth as the guests gather at agathon s house to celebrate the success of his first tragedy with wit
and insight they each present their ideas about love from erixymachus s scientific naturalism to aristophanes comic fantasy the
unexpected arrival of alcibiades breaks the spell cast by diotima s ethereal climb up the staircase of love to beauty itself ecstasy and
intoxication clash as plato concludes with one of his most skillful displays of dialectic plato lived in athens greece he wrote
approximately two dozen dialogues that explore core topics that are essential to all human beings although the historical socrates
was a strong influence on plato the character by that name that appears in many of his dialogues is a product of plato s fertile
imagination all of plato s dialogues are written in a poetic form that his student aristotle called socratic dialogue in the twentieth
century the british philosopher and logician alfred north whitehead characterized the entire european philosophical tradition as a series
of footnotes to plato philosophy for plato was not a set of doctrines but a goal not the possession of wisdom but the love of
wisdom agora publications offers these performances based on the assumption that plato wrote these works to be performed by actors
in order to stimulate additional dialogue among those who listen to them
Plato’s Symposium 2020-07-30 plato s symposium written in the early part of the 4th century bc is set at a drinking party symposium
attended by some of the leading intellectuals of the day including aristophanes the comic dramatist socrates plato s mentor and
alcibiades the brilliant but eventually treacherous politician each guest gives a speech in praise of the benefits of desire and its role in
the good and happy human life at the core of the work stands socrates praise of philosophical desire and an argument for the
superiority of the philosophical life as the best route to happiness this edition provides an accessible and engaging new translation by m
c howatson and a substantial introduction by frisbee c c sheffield which guides the reader through the various parts of the dialogue
and reflects on its central arguments a chronology and detailed notes on the participants help to set this enduring work in context
Plato: The Symposium 2008-04-24 joe sachs is a national treasure his brilliant translations from the greek spanning works from homer
to aristotle have long enriched scholars and students alike he crowns those achievements with this exquisite rendering of two of plato
s most beautiful dialogues with an introduction that evidences his deft ability to drill down to the thing itself thomas sheehan
professor emeritus of religious studies stanford university the phaedrus and symposium are plato s two dialogues about eros that is
desirous longing in these new translations by former st john s college tutor joe sachs the reader imaginatively becomes a member if a
silent one of the conversations socrates has with his companions while both dialogues are about love they differ in intriguing and
important ways the conversation of the phaedrus takes place in the countryside and that of the symposium in athens in the phaedrus
only socrates and phaedrus are present in the symposium many participate in the drinking party but in both socrates presents singularly
abiding images the winged horses and chariot in the phaedrus the ladder of love in the symposium these compelling images attract and
move the reader to ask questions of the dialogues which in their unique ways seem to reply the interplay of the two texts may spark an
unfolding in the reader s thinking about love the context for our thinking includes in one case the subject of tragedy and comedy in the
other the nature of rhetoric and writing but it is philosophy and not poetry or politics that persistently claims the center of attention
the dialogues themselves seem as different as night from day as urbane wit from rustic charm but do they point to opposing or
converging attitudes toward erotic love
Plato's Symposium and Phaedrus 2023-06-27 plato s symposium is an exceptionally multi layered dialogue at once a historical
document a philosophical drama that enacts abstract ideas in an often light hearted way and a literary masterpiece it has exerted an
influence that goes well beyond the confines of philosophy the essays in this volume by leading scholars offer detailed analyses of all
parts of the work focusing on the central and much debated theme of er�s or human desire which can refer both to physical desire or
desire for happiness they reveal thematic continuities between the prologue and the various speeches as well as between the speeches
themselves and present a rich collection of contrasting yet complementary readings of diotima s speech the volume will be invaluable
for classicists and philosophers alike and for all who are interested in one of plato s most fascinating and challenging dialogues
Plato's Symposium 2019-01-03 this new edition of plato s symposium provides beginning readers and scholars alike with a solid
reliable translation that is both faithful to the original text and accessible to contemporary readers in addition the volume offers a
number of aids to help the reader make his or her way through this remarkable work a concise introduction sets the scene conveys the
tenor of the dialogue and introduces the reader to the main characters with a gloss on their backgrounds and a comment on their roles
in the dialogue it also provides a list of basic points for readers to keep in mind as they read the work a thought provoking interpretive
essay offers reflections on the themes of the dialogue focusing especially on the dialogue as drama a select bibliography points to
works both classic and contemporary that are especially relevant to readers of the symposium two appendices consist of a line
drawing that depicts the spacial layout and positioning of characters in the symposium and a chart that shows the relation of the
first six speeches to number age parentage and the function of eros
Symposium or Drinking Party 2017-02-14 if you have read one paragraph of any james hillman book you know marsilio ficino is the
godfather of archetypal psychology this man turned western europe on its psychological ear ficino�s occult vision of eros and beauty
influenced not only botticelli and michelangelo but everyone else ever since who cares about love and soul a must for your archetypal
library
Commentary on Plato's Symposium on Love 1985 excerpt sort is there any disgrace in being deceived but in every other case there is
equal disgrace in being or not being deceived for he who is gracious to his lover under the impression that he is rich and is disappointed of
his gains because he turns out to be poor is disgraced all the same for he has done his best to show that he would give himself up to any
one s uses base for the sake of money but this is not honourable and on the same principle he who gives himself to a lover because he is a
good man and in the hope that he will be improved by his company shows himself to be virtuous even though the object of his affection
turn out to be a villain and to have no virtue and if he is deceived he has committed a noble error for he has proved that for his part he
will do anything for anybody with a view to virtue and improvement than which there can be nothing nobler thus noble in every case is
the acceptance of another for the sake of virtue this is that love which is the love of the heavenly godess and is heavenly and of great
price to individuals and cities making the lover and the beloved alike eager in the work of their own improvement but all other loves are
the offspring of the other who is the common goddess to you phaedrus i offer this my contribution in praise of love which is as good as i
could make extempore pausanias came to a pause
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The Symposium 2002 plato s dialogue the symposium with introduction and commentary
Lakoma 1980-02-28 plato s account of an important dialogue on the nature of love between phaedrus pausanias eryximachus
aristophanes agathon socrates and alcibiades english translation with notes and introduction
Plato's Symposium 1998 a lively and highly readable commentary on one of plato s most beloved dialogues
Erotic Wisdom 2008-12-18 translated by jordan stump introduction by caleb carr and original illustrations by jules ferat
Plato's Symposium 1989-01 plato s the symposium is the origin of the concept of platonic love and it deals with the genesis purpose
and nature of love plato was a philosopher in classical greece and the founder of the academy in athens the first institution of higher
learning in the western world he is widely considered the most pivotal figure in the development of philosophy especially the western
tradition unlike nearly all of plato s philosophical contemporaries plato s entire body of work is believed to have survived intact for
over 2 400 years the works which are most often assigned to plato s early years are all considered to be socratic dialogues written
from 399 to 387 plato s middle dialogues were writtten from 387 to 361 and plato s latter dialogues were written in the period
between 361 and his death in 347 plato s works is often textbook required reading for courses in politics social sciences philosophy
humanities and greek roman studies the symposium is one of plato s most popular and studied works
Symposium 1996 by far the liveliest most readable translation ever published of the symposium perhaps the liveliest most readable
translation of a platonic dialogue ever printed john patrick lynch much the best translation of the symposium that i have ever read in
his ambition to avoid translator s english griffith has been completely successful nor has he sacrificed accuracy even where he sacrifices
literalness g r f ferrari
The Symposium 2016-08-22 the poverty of eros in plato s symposium offers an innovative new approach towards eros and the concept
of eros in the symposium lorelle d lamascus argues that plato s depiction of eros as the child of poverty penia and resource poros is
central to understanding the nature of love eros is traditionally seen as self interested or acquisitive but this book argues instead
that eros and reason are properly in accord with one another the moral life and the philosophical life alike depend upon properly trained
and directed eros lamascus demonstrates that the presentation of the nature of poverty is essential to the nature of eros in the
symposium doing this through in depth discussion of the major twentieth century interpretations of platonic eros the book shows that
poverty provides an appropriate directing of eros towards eternal and unchanging goods and away from an age geared towards
material items and wealth and thus that plato s mythical treatment of eros in the symposium lays the groundwork for understanding
the soul s embrace of poverty as a way of living loving and knowing
Symposium of Plato 1993-05-24 plato s symposium is a series of philosophical speeches on love given at a party in ancient greece
dated c 385 370 bc they deal with questions of what love is interpersonal relationships through love what types of love are worthy
of praise the purpose of love and others it depicts a friendly contest of extemporaneous speeches given by a group of notable men
attending a banquet the men include the philosopher socrates the general and political figure alcibiades and the comic playwright
aristophanes the speeches are to be given in praise of eros the god of love and desire it is the first major philosophical text on love in
western literature it can be classified as a tragicomedy using elements of both genres this version of the book contains a biographical
account of the author
Plato's Symposium 1968 bryn mawr commentaries provide clear concise accurate and consistent support for students making the
transition from introductory and intermediate texts to the direct experience of ancient greek and latin literature they assume that the
student will know the basics of grammar and vocabulary and then provide the specific grammatical and lexical notes that a student
requires to begin the task of interpretation
The Poverty of Eros in Plato’s Symposium 2016-03-24 plato s symposium composed in the early fourth century bc demonstrates how
powerful the skills of reasoning and evaluation can be known to philosophers for its seminal discussion of the relationship of love to
knowledge it is also a classic text for demonstrating the two critical thinking skills that define plato s whole body of work plato s
philosophical technique of dialogue is the perfect frame for producing arguments and presenting a persuasive case for a given point of
view and at the same time judging the strength of arguments their relevance and their acceptability staging a fictional debate between
characters wealthy athenians at a dinner party who must respond in turn to each others arguments and points of view means that at
every stage plato evaluates the previous argument assesses its strength and relevance and then proceeds through the next character
to reason out a new argument in response exerting unparalleled influence on the techniques of philosophical thought plato s use of
dialogue is a supreme example of these two crucial critical thinking skills
The Symposium(annotated) 2020-04-17 in socrates on friendship and community mary p nichols addresses kierkegaard s and nietzsche s
criticism of socrates and recovers the place of friendship and community in socratic philosophizing this approach stands in contrast to
the modern philosophical tradition in which plato s socrates has been viewed as an alienating influence on western thought and life
nichols rich analysis of both dramatic details and philosophic themes in plato s symposium phaedras and lysis shows how love finds its
fulfilment in the reciprocal relation of friends nichols also shows how friends experience another as their own and themselves as
belonging to another their experience she argues both sheds light on the nature of philosophy and serves as a standard for a political
life that does justice to human freedom and community
Lakoma 1985 in his symposium plato crafted speeches in praise of love that has influenced writers and artists from antiquity to the
present but questions remain concerning the meaning of specific features the significance of the dialogue as a whole and the character of
its influence here an international team of scholars addresses such questions
Symposium 2017-07-15 the metaphysical center of plato s work has traditionally been taken to be his doctrine of forms the
epistemological center the doctrine of recollection the symposium has been viewed as one of the clearest explanations of the first and
meno as one of the clearest explanations of the other the masks of dionysos challenges these traditional interpretations
Socrates on Friendship and Community 2009 where did our western ideas of love come from in praise of love is a conversation with
platoas dialogue the symposium the most influential literary and philosophical text on the nature of human love in it plato offers
seven different views on the nature of love the conversation starts from the question why did plato put the speeches on love in the
order we find them plato could not have put something this central to the dialogue in it without good reason most interpreters do not
adequately account for the order of the speeches because they do not explain why it is not socrates the philosopher but alcibiades a
power politician who is given the last word on love the solution makes possible an illuminating and exciting interpretation of this
classic work on the nature of human love
Plato's Symposium 2006 philosophical book written by plato sometime after 385 bce on one level the book deals with the genealogy
nature and purpose of love on another level the book deals with the topic of knowledge specifically how does one know what one
knows the topic of love is taken up in the form of a group of speeches given by a group of men at a symposium or a wine drinking party at
the house of the tragedian agathon at athens plato constructed the symposium as a story within a story within a story this
architecture creates the space for plato to build his philosophy of knowledge
The Masks of Dionysos 1993-01-01 the symposium is one of plato s most sophisticated meditations on the practice of philosophy this
book introduces the context of plato s work surveys and explains the arguments and considers why plato has cast this work in a
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highly unusual narrative form
In Praise of Love 2006-04 of all the works of plato the symposium is the most perfect in form and may be truly thought to contain
more than any commentator has ever dreamed of or as goethe said of one of his own writings more than the author himself knew for in
philosophy as in prophecy glimpses of the future may often be conveyed in words which could hardly have been understood or interpreted
at the time when they were uttered compare symp which were wiser than the writer of them meant and could not have been expressed by
him if he had been interrogated about them
The Symposium 2017-08-27
Plato's Symposium 2023
Symposium (Annotated) 2015-10-23
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